
   ForLife Tea Sets

 Mug With Tea Infuser & Lid (black Graphite)
by FORLIFE

ISBN: 811017020178
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

This CURVE Tall Tea Mug, complete with an extra-fine 0.3 mm hole stainless-steel infuser and lid, is designed for simple and clean way of steeping just
one fresh cup of tea in your own cup.The extra-fine tea infuser gives you a perfect even steep every time, and enables you to steep fine loose-leaf teas such as
Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea.To make your desired tea, simply take the infuser out from the teacup when tea steeped at right timing.
Turn the lid upside-down, it works as an infuser holder.

 Mug With Tea Infuser & Lid (lime)
by FORLIFE

ISBN: 811017020109
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

This CURVE Tall Tea Mug, complete with an extra-fine 0.3 mm hole stainless-steel infuser and lid, is designed for simple and clean way of steeping just
one fresh cup of tea in your own cup.The extra-fine tea infuser gives you a perfect even steep every time, and enables you to steep fine loose-leaf teas such as
Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea.To make your desired tea, simply take the infuser out from the teacup when tea steeped at right timing.
Turn the lid upside-down, it works as an infuser holder.

 Mug With Tea Infuser & Lid (mandarin)
by FORLIFE

ISBN: 811017020185
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

This CURVE Tall Tea Mug, complete with an extra-fine 0.3 mm hole stainless-steel infuser and lid, is designed for simple and clean way of steeping just
one fresh cup of tea in your own cup.The extra-fine tea infuser gives you a perfect even steep every time, and enables you to steep fine loose-leaf teas such as
Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea.To make your desired tea, simply take the infuser out from the teacup when tea steeped at right timing.
Turn the lid upside-down, it works as an infuser holder.

 Mug With Tea Infuser & Lid (white)
by FORLIFE

ISBN: 811017020154
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

This CURVE Tall Tea Mug, complete with an extra-fine 0.3 mm hole stainless-steel infuser and lid, is designed for simple and clean way of steeping just
one fresh cup of tea in your own cup.The extra-fine tea infuser gives you a perfect even steep every time, and enables you to steep fine loose-leaf teas such as
Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea.To make your desired tea, simply take the infuser out from the teacup when tea steeped at right timing.
Turn the lid upside-down, it works as an infuser holder.
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   ForLife Tea Sets
 Teapot With Infuser (turquoise)

by FORLIFE

ISBN: 874118004591
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $32.95

This Stump teapot complete with an extra fine 0.3 mm tea infuser and permanently attached hinged lid for easy use.The extra fine infuser enables you to
brew fine teas such as Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea. This teapot is also ideal for use of tea bags.Stackable. Capacity: 0.5 L (4 cups).
Dishwasher-safe. Do not put teapot on flame or heating element. Let boiling water settle about 15 to 20 seconds before pouring.
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